SCHOOL UNIFORM RULES
Middle School
1.
OFFICIAL UNIFORM PROVIDER
The official uniform provider of Andersen International School is LM SCHOOL UNIFORMS. Therefore it
is forbidden to use and copy the Andersen logo on the clothing or school bags under threat of prosecution.
2.
EVERYDAY UNIFORM
Our everyday school uniform consists of:
- a blue pullover or gilet
- a white shirt or polo t-shirt
- blue trousers or Bermuda unisex shorts or a skirt or a blue dress
- a trolley school bag
All of the items listed above must be purchased from the official provider.
For the science lab, students need to wear a white apron, available from most work-wear or stationery stores
3.
SPORTS UNIFORM
The sports uniform is made of trousers, shorts, pinocchietto trousers or leggings, T-shirts or sweatshirts. It is
only possible to wear it on the days when there is PE.
SCHOOL TRIPS, EVENTS, CHOIR
During school trips or special events where directors expressly request it also the following items are
compulsory: blazer, scarf or tie. Students that are part of the choir need to wear, at choir performances, a
white shirt, blue trousers/skirt, tie/scarf, and, if temperatures require it, a blue pullover.
4.
SHOES
Shoes (incl. PE trainers) and socks must be blue or black and can be purchased by any retailer, including the
official one.
5.
OTHER ITEMS
For the science lab a white coat is compulsory, which can be bought by any provider.
6.
LACK OF RESPECT OF THE RULES
Respecting the school uniform rules is part of the student’s evaluation on the school report by the teachers.
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